Collecting Royal Copley Plus Royal Windsor & Spaulding. Identification And Value Guide
Synopsis
Royal Copley figurines depict birds, dogs, people, and more. Collectors will enjoy this colorful book which identifies figurines of all kinds, planters of all descriptions, vases and pitchers of every design, wall planters of unbelievable quantity, and various combinations of wall pockets and planters. First thoroughly researched and compiled by Leslie and Marjorie Wolfe, this revised book by Joe Devine features photographs and information from his two out-of-print titles, Collector’s Guide to Royal Copley, Books I and II. The story of the Spaulding China Company is included, as well as information on how to identify Royal Copley and distinguish it from other wares. The book also highlights key people in the Spaulding company’s history. Collectors will be pleased with this revised book dedicated to the rich, blending colors and quality designs of Royal Copley items. 2006 values.
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Customer Reviews
Joe Devine’s Collecting Royal Copley Plus Royal Windsor & Spaulding Identification And Value Guide packs in a lovely photo gallery of pieces with history and values. Royal Copley is the main focus of the presentation, though some Windsor and Spaulding pieces are presented, and about 85% of everything made at Spaulding was Royal Copley. Collectors will find this a ‘must have’ reference.

I am a novice collector of Royal Copley and this book is the ultimate guide to collecting it. The book I received was in excellent condition, just as described. I would recommend doing business with the
vendor in the future.

This is an excellent reference manual for any one who is collecting or purchasing this type of item for resale

I identified one of my Royal Copley pieces using this book. Although I wish it were more informative, it did at least list the mysterious Copley item I had! It is worth it.

Good reference with prices and nice pictures.

Great book for collectors! Good condition
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